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Franny K. Stein, Mad Scientist, has always had her eye on world domination, but she has to start

somewhere...like her class elections! If people voted for her, they were giving her all the control she

wanted. But Franny's platform doesn't have the same appeal as her competitors who are offering

new playground equipment, so she finds another platform...The Frandidate. Made of DNA samples

from a dog, a chameleon and a parrot, along with a scrap of carpet (so she'll know where people

stand), Franny creates the perfect candidate who says and does exactly what people want to hear!

But soon her suit starts making promises she knows she won't be able to keep and Franny realizes

she might have gone too far. The Frandidate will give you everything you want, science, humor and

some old fashioned politics!
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The Frandidate is book seven in this great series of adventures following one of the most interesting

and well written child characters to come along in a very long time. For those who have only read

this great book and are wondering which of Benton's former books in the series to buy first, I'd

recommend Jim Benton's first three Franny K masterpieces Lunch Walks Among Us, Attack of the

50-Ft. Cupid or The Invisible Fran.I work as a library assistant and when I have asked kids if they



enjoyed this and other books in this series the answer is always yes. That's pretty rare for a series

of books but this series is that good! I've checked these books out myself to see what all the fuss is

about and these books all can be enjoyed by adults as well as kids a feat not always done by junior

fiction writers, even in the really popular kids books. I didn't read these in order either as there's a

long wait for some titles so I'll point out they all have individual storylines so if this is the first book

you've come across it can easily be read first.Franny Stein is an interesting character who doesn't

follow the stereotype little girl who plays with dolls, has tea parties with stuffed animals and the like

that many authors seem to want to write about.
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